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Abstract— An ultrasound sparse array consists of a1

sparse distribution of elements over a 2-D aperture. Such2

an array is typically characterized by a limited number3

of elements, which in most cases is compatible with the4

channel number of the available scanners. Sparse arrays5

represent an attractive alternative to full 2-D arrays that6

may require the control of thousands of elements through7

expensive application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs).8

However, their massive use is hindered by two main draw-9

backs: the possible beam profile deterioration, which may10

worsen the image contrast, and the limited signal-to-noise11

ratio (SNR), which may result too low for some applica-12

tions. This article reviews the work done for three decades13

on 2-D ultrasound sparse arrays for medical applications.14

First, random, optimized, and deterministic design meth-15

ods are reviewed together with their main influencing fac-16

tors. Then, experimental 2-D sparse array implementations17

based on piezoelectric and capacitive micromachined ultra-18

sonic transducer (CMUT) technologies are presented. Sam-19

ple applications to 3-D (Doppler) imaging, super-resolution20

imaging, photo-acoustic imaging, and therapy are reported.21

The final sections discuss the main shortcomings associ-22

ated with the use of sparse arrays, the related countermea-23

sures, and the next steps envisaged in the development of24

innovative arrays.25

Index Terms— 2-D arrays, 3-D ultrasound imaging,26

capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer (CMUT),27

genetic algorithm (GA), piezoelectric, simulated annealing28

(SA), sparse arrays, spiral arrays, transducers.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

THE introduction of 2-D arrays has greatly boosted the31

development of novel ultrasound imaging methods aimed32
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at scanning a full volume (3-D) in real time [1]. For several 33

years, 3-D imaging had been done by moving a transducer 34

array either manually or using a step motor [2], but, in both 35

cases, poor temporal resolution was achieved. The 2-D arrays 36

can rapidly scan a full volume through electronic steer- 37

ing [3], but require thousands of elements. So many elements 38

can be controlled either through sophisticated and expensive 39

application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) performing 40

the so-called micro-beamforming [3]–[7] or through a high 41

number of transmission (TX) and reception (RX) channels. 42

The first approach was implemented in high-end scanners 43

[8], [9] and has been shown capable to perform impressive 44

3-D investigations. However, most research laboratories have 45

no access to such machines and usually base their experimental 46

work on the so-called open scanners [10], [11]. Open scanners 47

are characterized by full flexibility in the control of transducer 48

elements but typically have 64-256 TX/RX channels. Hence, 49

to test novel 3-D imaging methods by a single (or a few, 50

synchronized, [12]–[15]) open scanner(s), it is necessary to 51

decrease the number of active elements in the 2-D array. Any 52

method addressed to reduce the channel count without dramat- 53

ically affecting the corresponding image quality is therefore 54

appealing. 55

As an example, the row–column-addressed (RCA) arrays 56

have been recently proposed [16]–[20]. In an RCA array, the 57

elements of a full, 2-D, N × N-element matrix are accessed 58

by their row or column index. All the elements in a row are 59

connected and, thereby, they act as one 1 × N large element. 60

Similarly, all the elements in a column are connected and act 61

as one N × 1 large element. Hence, these probes consist of 62

two orthogonal overlapping linear arrays, each made up of N 63

elongated elements, so that a total of N + N elements cover 64

the same square aperture of a 2-D N × N-element matrix. 65

RCA arrays can transmit and receive using alternatively either 66

the rows or the columns. For example, by combining the 67

TX from different rows and the RX by different columns an 68

entire volume can be scanned. However, the classic delay and 69

sum beamforming, which considers point sources, must be 70

amended to consider the cylindrical sources emitted by the 71

elongated elements [19]. 72

On the other hand, a sparse array consists of a sparse 73

distribution of elements over a 2-D aperture. Such elements 74

are usually a subset of those available in a (gridded) matrix 75

array but could also be the elements of an (ungridded) native- 76
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Fig. 1. Sixth-order sparse element distribution and corresponding
on-axis beam profile, based on the design by Turnbull and Foster.
© 1991 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [23].

sparse array. In both cases, the key aspect is represented77

by the criterion used to design the position of the active78

elements.79

This issue was first faced within the field of broad-80

band electromagnetic antenna arrays [21], when it was sug-81

gested that by nonuniformly spacing an assigned number of82

antennas, advantages in terms of resolution (decreased main83

lobe width) or secondary lobe level (SLL) control can be84

obtained [22].85

The possibility of using sparsity to reduce the channel count86

in association with ultrasonic 2-D arrays was first highlighted87

in the article by Turnbull and Foster [23]. They showed that88

when a random selection of elements was removed from a89

periodic dense array, the main lobe turned out to be practically90

unchanged, while the average SLL increased, see Fig. 1.91

In stochastic random sparse arrays [24]–[27], a limited set92

of configurations was initially defined by randomly choosing93

part of the elements of a fully populated 2-D array. The94

configuration yielding the best performance (e.g., in terms of95

beamwidth or of SLL) was then selected.96

In the work by Weber et al. [28], substantial differences97

in the SLLs of different random patterns containing the same98

number of elements were highlighted. This finding encouraged99

the development of processes addressed to generate array100

patterns optimized for a given matrix array and order of101

reduction. Optimization is usually based on the minimization102

of a cost function, e.g., the difference between the radiation103

patterns of the random array and the fully sampled 2-D array.104

This minimization is typically achieved after thousands of105

iteration steps leading to patterns that are almost independent106

of the initial array pattern. Weber et al. [28] proposed to107

select the best sparse array layout by adopting a genetic108

algorithm (GA) based on the principles of evolution [29], [30].109

Instead, in [31]–[40], the cost function was minimized through110

the simulated annealing (SA) algorithm. SA aims at simulating111

the behavior of a collection of atoms of a carefully cooled112

substance, which slowly forms an ideal crystal (minimum- 113

energy state) [41]. 114

Optimized designs usually require a high-computational 115

cost and might be affected by convergence problems. This 116

has encouraged the parallel development of deterministic 117

approaches capable of providing suboptimal array designs. 118

For example, different subsets of active elements in TX and 119

RX arrays were considered for the cross-Mills arrays [42] and 120

the sparse periodic layouts [27], [43]–[45]. Aperiodic layouts, 121

based on spiral arrays, were also suggested in [46] and further 122

developed in [47]–[49]. 123

This article reviews the work done for over 30 years in the 124

field of 2-D ultrasound sparse arrays, spanning from design 125

approaches to implementations and medical applications, and 126

aims at highlighting the related weaknesses and strengths. 127

Section II illustrates the main sparse array design meth- 128

ods. First, the main factors influencing such methods are 129

described in Section II-A. Then, random, optimized, and 130

deterministic methods are reviewed in Sections II-B–II-D, 131

respectively. The experimental 2-D sparse array implemen- 132

tations based on piezoelectric and capacitive micromachined 133

ultrasonic transducer (CMUT) technologies are reviewed in 134

Sections III-A and III-B, respectively. The use of sparse arrays 135

in applications ranging from 3-D (Doppler) imaging to photo- 136

acoustic imaging and therapy is reported in Section III-C. 137

The main drawbacks associated with the use of sparse arrays 138

are discussed in Section IV together with possible related 139

countermeasures. The next steps envisaged in the develop- 140

ment of innovative sparse arrays are included in the final 141

Section V. 142

II. DESIGN METHODS 143

A. Generalities 144

The design of sparse arrays is influenced by several factors 145

that can be grouped as follows. 146

1) Number/Weighting of Elements: In early studies on 147

2-D medical ultrasound sparse arrays [28], [29], [33], 148

[50], [51], the number of elements, N , was frequently con- 149

sidered as a variable parameter resulting from the number of 150

iterations admitted during the design process. Nevertheless, 151

most of the studies published after 2000 used a fixed number 152

of active elements. Such a number was typically limited to 153

256, as suggested by practical hardware constraints such as 154

the scanner channel count and/or the cable complexity. In a 155

few cases [36], [38], [51], [52], N was still considered as 156

a variable parameter, and a fine weight was associated with 157

each element to shape the final beam profile through the 158

apodization. 159

2) Gridded Versus Ungridded Arrays: Ideally, the position 160

of the elements of a sparse array should be set without 161

any restriction, except for the non-overlapping condition. 162

In this case, non-periodical patterns can be designed so that 163

the energy of the grating lobes (i.e., the lobes originated 164

by the spatial periodic sampling associated with the regu- 165

lar elements’ pitch) is spread over a pedestal of average 166

level 20 · log(1/N) [53]. However, such possibility requires 167

advanced manufacturing processes (laser machining technique 168

or micromachined ultrasound technologies, [54]). When these 169
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processes are not available, the active elements are constrained170

to stay over a regular grid, like those obtainable through dicing.171

3) Possible Use of Distinct TX and RX Arrays: Using dis-172

tinct (sub-)arrays for TX and RX is of potential interest173

in sparse array design, although this involves an increased174

system complexity. Indeed, the effective two-way beampattern175

corresponds to the product of the TX and RX patterns.176

Therefore, thanks to an accurate design of the two layouts, the177

TX beampattern can have valleys at the occurrence of grating178

lobes in the RX beampattern and vice versa. An increased179

reduction of the grating lobe levels can thus be achieved.180

The design of distinct TX and RX sparse arrays is often181

based on the so-called effective aperture or co-array function,182

defined as the convolution of the TX and RX apertures.183

According to the continuous wave (CW) far-field approxima-184

tion, the effective two-way beampattern can be approximated185

as the Fourier transform of the effective aperture [55]–[58].186

4) Simulation Complexity: The simulation of a realistic187

scenario for the design of a sparse array aimed at medical ultra-188

sound imaging should consider several aspects, such as the dis-189

tribution of scatterers, the speckle effect, multiple reflections190

and reverberations, non-linear propagation, non-homogeneous191

sound speed, aberrating layers, etc. All such aspects might192

be simulated with time-consuming approaches, such as finite-193

element modeling. However, considering that, in many cases,194

the design of a sparse array requires several iterations of the195

same simulation step, simplified approaches to compute the196

radiated fields are needed. Approximated but efficient calcula-197

tion tools, such as Field II [59], k-wave [60], and FOCUS [61],198

have been used to model transient signals, wideband impulse199

responses, and the 3-D near-field spatial distribution of the200

acoustic field. In some studies [27], [44], [45], [58], [62], the201

simulation setup was further simplified by exploiting the CW202

far-field approximation. This approximation, although very203

computational-efficient, was mainly used to obtain a worst204

case beampattern definition in terms of secondary lobes.205

As detailed in Section II-C1, the calculation complexity206

can also be reduced, for example, according to symmetry207

considerations, by limiting the simulation to one sector of208

the array layout [33], [50]. However, this solution limits the209

degrees of freedom in the position of the elements and, in turn,210

may worsen the rejection of grating lobes.211

B. Random Methods212

The design of sparse arrays is a non-deterministic,213

polynomial-time, hard (NP-hard) problem, in which the search214

for the best configuration cannot explore all possible solutions.215

This limitation was highlighted by all studies addressed216

to the design of stochastic random sparse arrays [24]–[27].217

Davidsen et al. [24] proposed to randomly select different sub-218

sets of elements in TX (192 elements) and RX (64 elements)219

out of a fully populated matrix. Specifically, they proposed a220

layout with mutually exclusive TX/RX subsets of elements as221

shown in Fig. 2. The same figure also provides an overview222

of different layouts addressed in the next paragraphs.223

Two random array configurations were explored: one with224

the element density distribution being uniform for both TX and225

RX arrays, and a second one with a Gaussian distribution for 226

the TX array and a uniform distribution for the RX array. Four 227

hundred random arrays were generated and their pulse-echo 228

beampatterns were evaluated by multi-depth wideband simu- 229

lations including the spatial impulse response of individual 230

elements. The configuration achieving the narrowest pulse- 231

echo beamwidth was considered as the best array layout. Sim- 232

ulations and experiments showed that the Gaussian-uniform 233

array was better than the uniform–uniform one. The authors 234

highlighted that the secondary lobe pedestal was dependent 235

on parameters such as the elements’ directivity and position, 236

the TX pulse bandwidth, and focusing. However, it is worth 237

highlighting that testing only 400, randomly chosen, selections 238

of elements are not sufficient if compared to the number 239

of possible combinatorial solutions of the NP-hard problem. 240

Indeed, the authors evidenced an important variability of the 241

beampattern behavior across the tested random arrays. Then, 242

as a perspective, the authors suggested that an iterative method 243

should depend on previous trials instead of generating each 244

time an independent configuration. 245

C. Optimization Methods 246

To overcome the inherent limitations of random approaches, 247

several studies were dedicated to the optimization of sparse 248

array design. The various approaches considered different 249

degrees of freedom (linked to the parameters to be optimized), 250

cost functions (linked to the objective of the optimization 251

process), and strategies (typically linked to the developed 252

algorithms). 253

1) Degrees of Freedom: The first degree of freedom taken 254

into consideration was the element weight: either binary 255

weights (i.e., enabled or disabled element) [28]–[30], [35] 256

or full precision weights [36], [38], [51] were used. Binary 257

weights can be used to directly select the number of active ele- 258

ments, N , while full precision weights enable the apodization. 259

To avoid the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) loss associated with 260

apodization, some studies preferred to consider the position of 261

the elements as the only parameter to be optimized. A first 262

group of researchers limited the possible positions to fixed 263

coordinates, which could lay either on a grid [33], [63], or out- 264

of-grid [37]. A second group allowed the elements to freely 265

move over a plane during the optimization process [64], [65]. 266

A hybrid solution was proposed in [39] and [40], in which the 267

TX elements were located at fixed positions, while the RX 268

elements were freely moved. 269

Other works sequentially or simultaneously optimized both 270

the elements’ positions and weights. For the very first opti- 271

mized ungridded array, Boni et al. [50] proposed to alternate, 272

at each iteration, the position and the weight optimization. 273

In [33], three different optimization setups were considered: 274

1) optimize the positions while keeping all weights equal to 1; 275

2) keep a fixed pattern of the random (gridded) array and 276

optimize the element weights; and 3) optimize both positions 277

and weights simultaneously, see Fig. 2. The latter setup was 278

later exploited also in [38]–[40]. 279

The degrees of freedom are often controlled by design 280

constraints to reduce the computation time of the optimiza- 281

tion procedure or to satisfy some fabrication requirements. 282
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Fig. 2. Different sparse array layouts, obtained through deterministic (top row) or stochastic methods (bottom row). Either the same elements (right
column) or different elements (left column) were used for transmission and reception, respectively. The arrays with elements that can be out-of-grid
are indicated with a star (∗) and those obtained using an optimization procedure are indicated with a plus sign (+).

For instance, the optimization of the number of elements283

[33], [36], [38], [52], [51] could be addressed to match the284

channel number of the companion scanner. Also, specific285

probe footprints, with independent and/or non-overlapping286

TX/RX arrays, or others constraints were considered in287

[28]–[30], [33], [36]–[40], and [63]–[65]. Finally, the space288

of possible solutions was drastically reduced in [33] and [50]289

by imposing symmetry conditions on the array.290

2) Cost Function: The optimization of a 2-D sparse array291

aims at achieving an optimal image quality, e.g., in terms292

of resolution and contrast. This goal can be addressed by293

minimizing the so-called cost function, i.e., the core of the294

optimization process. Such a function may consider several295

performance parameters, which are included and mixed at the296

author’s discretion. Typically, the best 2-D array configuration297

is associated with the lowest value achieved by such a function.298

In a few cases, the criterion was rather formulated as the299

maximization of an objective function. This was the case300

of the objective function defined in [50] as the integrated301

sidelobe ratio (ISLR), i.e., the ratio between the energy of 302

the main lobe and the energy of the secondary lobes in 303

the array beam pattern (BP). In [29], [37], and [51], the 304

maximum SLL was minimized. A distinctive feature in [29] 305

was that the cost function integrated the BP at several steering 306

angles. 307

In [39], higher costs were associated with the secondary 308

lobes having an amplitude overcoming a reference profile. Two 309

cost functions were considered in [30]. The first one was a 310

weighted version of the maximum SLL, in which a secondary 311

lobe peak close to the main lobe was associated with a higher 312

cost than the same peak located far away. The second cost 313

function was the error energy, which consists of the summed 314

squared distances between the sparse array BP and the BP of 315

a reference full array. 316

In [33] and [38], the cost function had one term for element 317

thinning and one for keeping the SLL below a desired thresh- 318

old, see Fig. 2. In [36], a third term was included, which aimed 319

at limiting the amplitude range of weighting coefficients. 320
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The first 3-D energy function [35] was defined as the ratio321

between the energies inside and outside of the focal volume.322

This computationally demanding approach required to pre-323

calculate the contribution of each element to the two-way BP324

(the TX elements were here different from the RX elements)325

so that such BP was available during the optimization process,326

see Fig. 2.327

In [64], three different cost functions were evaluated,328

demonstrating the benefits of considering the BP at multiple329

depths. This was the first work using wideband BPs of free330

moving elements computed on the fly during the optimization331

process, see Fig. 2. In [63], the multi-depth approach was332

combined with a sculpting mask to define the desired BP in333

terms of SLL level and main lobe shape. Finally, Sciallero and334

Trucco [40] recently proposed a method based on wideband335

simulations, in which the cost function considered the BPs336

computed for different signal fractional bandwidths, see Fig. 2.337

3) Optimization Strategy and Algorithm: The minimization338

of different cost functions has been addressed using various339

optimization strategies. The first approaches, using linear340

programming and eigenvector decomposition [50], [51], had341

their applicability limited to 1-D arrays. For a high number342

of elements (especially when both the element position and343

weight are optimized) the problem becomes intractable. There-344

fore, some authors proposed to exploit a GA to minimize the345

cost function [28]–[30], [65]. Since it is based on the principles346

of evolution, the GA selects the best candidate solutions347

among a new generation (children), obtained from the previous348

generation by the recombination (i.e., a stochastic mix of two349

parents) and/or the mutation of the operator(s) (i.e., a change350

limited to an individual) [28]–[30]. Other authors preferred351

to base their optimization on the SA algorithm [31]–[40].352

SA aims at simulating the behavior of the moving atoms353

(here, the array elements) of a slowly cooled substance form-354

ing an ideal crystal (here, the sparse array) reaching the355

minimum-energy state [41]. The SA optimization procedure,356

as schematically described in Fig. 3, was successfully applied357

to the design of ultrasound arrays thanks to the following key358

features: 1) a solid framework is provided; 2) the finite-time359

convergence allows optimizing large combinatorial systems;360

3) the formalism enables a straightforward parametrization of361

all possible array configurations; and 4) the cooling sequence,362

which controls the acceptance probability of uphill transitions,363

avoids to get stuck in local optima while converging statisti-364

cally to the global optimum [41], [66], [67].365

It is worth mentioning that, more recently, methods366

addressed to optimize the driving strategy of the sparse367

array elements, rather than their position, have been pro-368

posed [37], [68]. For example, a variant of the particle369

swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, invented to simulate370

group dynamics [69], was proposed in [68]. The ratio-371

nale behind this algorithm is that the macroscopic behav-372

ior of one group (e.g., the whole ultrasound array) made373

of multiple individuals (each active element) can be mod-374

eled through the interactions (position and velocity updates)375

between each individual and its neighbors. Simulations show376

that such an approach can generate multiple-focus patterns377

over the scanning range needed by focused ultrasound in the378

Fig. 3. Illustration of three steps (start, middle, and end) of the optimiza-
tion process of a 256-element non-grid array by SA. The optimization
starts from a randomly selected array layout (top-left), whose transmitted
field (bottom-left) does not respect the constraints (in this example, the
SLL lower than –30 dB). The optimization iterates with a decreasing
acceptation rate, which implies its first half to be an exploration phase
(top-middle), already improving the transmitted field (bottom-middle),
while the second half of the optimization is rather a convergence phase
to reach the optimal layout (top-right), which fully matches the constraints
(bottom-right).

treatment of brain tumors, blood-brain barrier opening, and 379

neuromodulation. 380

The performance of sparse arrays designed through different 381

optimization strategies was compared in [65], while the papers 382

[38], [63] provided an insight on the optimization robustness 383

(i.e., the capability of obtaining a reproducible state when 384

repeating the optimization from different seeds). 385

D. Deterministic Methods 386

To avoid the issues linked to optimization, several deter- 387

ministic sparse array design approaches have been proposed 388

in the literature. 389

In [42], Smith et al. used different subsets of active ele- 390

ments in TX and RX, respectively, to create two 32-element 391

Mills crosses that were oriented at 45◦ to each other, see 392

Fig. 2. Although good results were obtained (the secondary 393

lobes were 20 dB lower than the main lobe), the authors 394

concluded that a higher number of active elements was needed 395

to achieve significant image quality improvements. 396

Austeng and Holm [27], Lockwood and Foster [43], [44], 397

and Nikolov and Jensen [45] identified alternative sparse peri- 398

odic layouts based on different TX/RX subsets of elements. 399

In [43] and [44], Lockwood and Foster designed the sparse 400

arrays starting from a (0.9)λ/2-sampled dense matrix. The 401

dense matrix was undersampled with different pitches for 402

the TX and the RX array so that the convolution of their 403

aperture functions resulted equivalent to the aperture of a 404

λ/2-sampled reference array. Specifically, the TX and RX 405

array elements were selected using the vernier interpolation 406

method with 3(0.9)λ/2 and 2(0.9)λ/2 spacing, respectively, 407

see Fig. 2. Also, the elements were constrained to a circu- 408

lar aperture and to a radially symmetric cosine apodization 409

function to smooth the radiation pattern. Simulations showed 410
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that, despite a sixfold reduction of the number of the active411

elements (from 3117 to 517), the sparsity had a little effect on412

the beamforming properties of the arrays, but proportionally413

impacted on the signal amplitude, which was also decreased414

by the apodization.415

A thorough study on 2-D vernier arrays [70] showed that416

they provide lower average and peak secondary lobes com-417

pared to sparse random arrays with the same number of418

elements and aperture size. The study derived a set of design419

curves to predict the number of elements, apodization window,420

and element sparsity needed to achieve the desired beamwidth421

and maximum SLL. However, in [71], Yen et al. showed422

that when 2-D vernier arrays are used to reconstruct wide,423

parallelepipedal regions of interest, the element sparsity must424

be further increased with a consequent boost of the off-425

axis grating lobes level. In addition, since the elements of426

2-D vernier arrays are selected along the two lateral directions,427

the vernier nature along the diagonal directions is broken.428

To solve this issue, in [45], an additional element was inserted429

between two RX elements in the diagonal direction, yielding430

a further reduction of the SLL by about 9 dB.431

Different sparse periodic layouts were investigated in [27].432

The design, aimed at achieving a TX response with zeros433

at the occurrence of grating lobes in the RX response and434

vice versa, was based on the far-field, CW approximation of435

the BP radiated from omnidirectional point transducers. The436

layouts were classified as: 1) regular sparse periodic layouts,437

characterized by either symmetric or asymmetric periodicity438

along the main axes and 2) radially sparse periodic layouts,439

whose periodicity was defined along the radius and looked like440

multiple and concentric ring-shaped arrays, see Fig. 2. Also,441

two semi-random approaches for finding non-overlapping TX442

and RX layouts were proposed. Both were based on the443

random binned array idea [72] and aimed at maximizing444

the average inter-element spacing by selecting bins either on445

rectangular regions or along concentric rays. The sparse arrays446

were derived from an initial 48 × 48-element dense array447

(center frequency = 3 MHz, pitch = 308 μm) whose corner448

elements were eliminated to obtain a circular array footprint449

of 1804 elements. The performance of fourteen sparse layouts450

was compared showing that a trade-off among the number of451

elements, sensitivity, beamwidth, and ISLR can be found to452

assure high-quality pulse-echo responses.453

Following a different approach, Karamann et al. [62] stud-454

ied the spatial frequency content of the co-array (or the455

effective aperture) function. The authors aimed at the design456

of co-array functions that captured all the spatial frequency457

contents with a minimum number of TX/RX element pairs,458

i.e., by eliminating the redundant pairs of elements that459

contributed to the same spatial frequency. The method was460

initially tested with a 32 × 32-element dense array (cen-461

ter frequency = 5 MHz, pitch = 150 μm) for endoscopic462

applications. Four TX/RX combinations of sparse arrays,463

which included x-shaped, plus-shaped, boundary-rows, and464

boundary-columns arrays were considered. For each configura-465

tion, the performance was evaluated in terms of the number of466

TX/RX elements, the number of TX/RX active channels, SNR,467

point spread function, and frame rate, when implementing468

volumetric scanning based on fan-beams. Compared to a 469

full array, the proposed sparse arrays suffered from low TX 470

acoustic power and SNR (–30/40 dB). 471

A preliminary study [46] proposed to place the elements 472

of a 255-element array (128 in TX and 127 in RX) along an 473

exponential spiral. Its superior performance, in terms of SLL, 474

compared to random and periodic arrays was confirmed by 475

wideband simulations. 476

Fermat spiral has been recently proposed as an ideal ref- 477

erence for the design of deterministic sparse arrays using 478

the same elements in TX and RX [47], [48]. For a given 479

aperture size, this spiral allows defining the position of each 480

element by only two parameters: the divergence angle and the 481

total number of elements. Moreover, the inherent rotational 482

symmetry is ideal for volumetric imaging. In [47], 60λ, 50λ, 483

and 40λ wide apertures were simulated with 256 elements 484

at a minimum interelement distance greater than λ. For each 485

spiral array, two configurations were tested: one used the same 486

TX/RX aperture, see Fig. 2, while the other one used half 487

(128) of the elements in TX and the remaining elements in 488

RX. For both configurations, several layouts were simulated by 489

finely varying the convergence angle; then, the related two-way 490

beampatterns were computed for both CW and wideband 491

(60%) simulations to determine the best performing array in 492

terms of SLL, resolution, and main-to-secondary lobe energy 493

ratio. The article concluded that both configurations offer 494

similar lateral resolution, but secondary lobes are lower when 495

the same 256-element array is used in both TX and RX. 496

In [48], 256-element arrays based on Fermat’s spiral with a 497

divergence angle equal to the golden angle were proposed. 498

Such an angle (222.49◦) generates the so-called sunflower 499

arrays, i.e., arrays having elements distributed with constant 500

spatial density. Since this distribution produces large grating 501

lobe regions, the method originally proposed in [73] and [74] 502

for antenna arrays was adapted to taper the density of elements, 503

see Fig. 2. Such an approach allows increasing the probe 504

sensitivity while simplifying the transmit section of the system, 505

which does not need element-dependent amplitude control. 506

Wideband simulations of 3-D one-way fields were computed 507

for 105 array configurations by modifying the aperture diam- 508

eter (80λ, 60λ, and 40λ), the element size (0.5λ, 0.7λ, 1.0λ, 509

1.2λ, and 1.5λ), and the density tapering windows. The 510

performance of the arrays was evaluated in terms of grating 511

lobe levels, secondary-to-main lobe energy ratio, sensitivity, 512

resolution, and depth of field for 25 different steering angles. 513

The results were provided as a reference guide for the design 514

of spiral arrays in different application fields. 515

In [75], Fermat’s spiral was considered for the development 516

of arrays dedicated to volumetric transperineal ultrasound 517

imaging (TPUS) of the prostate. Since the circular footprint 518

of Fermat’s spiral did not fit the TPUS asymmetric acoustic 519

window (3 × 5 cm2), 256-element ellipsoidal arrays were 520

designed. Different layouts were simulated by varying the 521

element size, the center frequency, the minor semi-axis length, 522

and the aspect ratio of the ellipse. The layouts were compared 523

in terms of steering capability, energy output, resolution, and 524

contrast-to-noise ratio, to select the most suitable one for 525

production by dicing, see Fig. 2. 526
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A method to further increase the sparsity of spiral arrays527

was recently proposed in [49]. The authors observed that the528

grating lobes generated by a sunflower array form a ring529

around the main lobe, whose angular position depends on the530

average interelement distance. Different, partially overlapped,531

TX/RX apertures were designed with elements selected by532

respecting the vernier interpolation along with the angular533

position. The average interelement distance of TX and RX534

layouts turned out to be different and the grating lobe ring of535

the TX array fell on the nulls of the radiation pattern of the536

RX array and vice versa.537

III. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK538

A. Implementation of Piezoelectric Arrays539

1) Early Sparse Array Implementations: To the best of our540

knowledge, the first experimental evaluation of the perfor-541

mance obtained by a 2-D sparse array was done in [42].542

Smith et al. [42] constructed two gridded arrays consisting of543

20 × 20 elements each, operating at 1.0 MHz (pitch = 1 mm)544

and 2.3 MHz (pitch = 0.6 mm), respectively. Since the545

available imaging system included only 32 TX and 32 RX546

channels, the arrays were tested connecting such channels to547

two Mills crosses, each of 32 elements. The RX cross was548

obtained by selecting elements oriented at 45◦ to the elements549

of the TX cross. For the 1.0 MHz array, the measurements550

demonstrated that the pulse-echo point spread responses well551

matched the simulations, showing –6 dB beamwidths of 5.6◦,552

and a first secondary lobe at 15 dB below the main lobe. The553

sparse array, originally developed and implemented at Duke554

University, was expanded and further improved in subsequent555

studies [76].556

An ultrasparse wideband array with 3.75 MHz center fre-557

quency, consisting of 4 × 4 elements placed on a regular grid558

with 15.5λ spacing, was synthetically implemented in [26].559

The experimental setup was based on a hemispherical trans-560

mitting (point) source, and a receiving hydrophone, which561

was moved on step-by-step over the plane of interest. The562

overall beampatterns, calculated by hypothesizing a linear563

ultrasound propagation and exploiting the superposition prin-564

ciple, showed good agreement with simulations in terms of565

SLLs (<12.5 dB). However, this approach was only tested in566

water, and no images were provided.567

The work by Austeng and Holm [77], describes the exper-568

imental validation of sparse arrays designed according to the569

methods illustrated in [27]. Data were obtained through a570

50 × 50-element 2-D array, with 0.6λ pitch and 3 MHz TX571

frequency. Since 100 TX and 100 RX elements could be572

simultaneously connected to the scanner, manual switching of573

100 elements was performed 625 times, to collect data from574

25 × 25 possible combinations of 100-element TX/RX groups.575

The array was connected to a GE Vingmed Ultrasound Sys-576

tem Five scanner using 1-cycle sinusoidal bursts as excitation577

signals. Echo data from a phantom including nylon wires578

at different positions were acquired with a synthetic aper-579

ture scan sequence. Acquired data were offline dynamically580

beamformed in both TX and RX to form synthetic aperture581

3-D volume images. Although the level of the artifact was582

higher than that expected from simulations, the experiments 583

showed that the sparse arrays, using less than 50% of the TX 584

elements and down to less than 30% of the RX elements, 585

were able to produce good quality wire phantom images with 586

a 60-dB dynamic range. 587

2) Sparse Arrays Derived From the Vermon Matrix Probe: 588

Vermon S.A., Tours, France, recently made available two 589

piezoelectric matrix probes operating at 3.5 and 7.5 MHz 590

central frequency, respectively. Both arrays consist of 32 by 591

35 elements (300 μm pitch, bandwidth > 50%) but, since 592

every ninth row is not connected, the total number of address- 593

able elements results in 1024. 594

Such probes have been mainly used together with high- 595

element count research scanners [13]–[15], [78] to develop 596

innovative 3-D applications. They have also been used to 597

test different sparse array configurations obtained by select- 598

ing corresponding groups of elements out of the original 599

1024-element array. In all these cases, of course, the results are 600

influenced by fabrication constraints such as the pitch, element 601

size, and unconnected element rows. 602

A first (software) selection was proposed in [63]. Here, four 603

Vantage-256 research scanners (Verasonics, Inc., Kirkland, 604

WA, USA), were synchronized [14] to drive the 1024-element, 605

3.5 MHz, Vermon matrix probe. The channels of the scanners 606

were programed to activate at the same time only 256 ele- 607

ments, selected to reproduce the optimal array configuration 608

described in [63] (the so-called opti256 array obtained through 609

the SA algorithm, see Fig. 4 left). As reported in Section III-C, 610

this approach allowed comparing the experimental results 611

obtained by the sparse array with those obtained by the 612

reference full array. 613

A hardware selection approach was used in [79]–[81]. 614

Here, the layout design was based on an ungridded, 615

10.4-mm-wide spiral with 256 seeds, whose density tapering 616

was modulated according to a 50%-Tukey window [48], see 617

Fig. 4 center. A first (main) layout was obtained by selecting 618

the elements closest to the ideal positions of the spiral seeds 619

(see Fig. 4 right). A second sparse layout was obtained with 620

the same strategy applied to another ideal spiral, which was 621

rotated by a golden angle relative to the first one. Of course, 622

the elements already assigned to the first layout were excluded 623

from the second one. The two sparse layouts were connected to 624

distinct connectors so that either two independent 256-element 625

sparse arrays or a single 512-element array could be used. 626

Section III-C reports different applications of this dual sparse 627

array probe. 628

All sparse array probes derived from the Vermon probe have 629

demonstrated good performance in focused B-mode imaging 630

[63], [80]–[82], achieving comparable lateral resolution and 631

slightly worse contrast compared to the full array. However, 632

as expected, the reduction of the number of elements had a 633

significant impact on the SNR. This aspect is discussed in 634

detail in Section IV. 635

3) PZT-on-PCB Spirals: In [83] and [84], the development 636

of a spiral array, based on a lead zirconate titanate-on-printed 637

circuit board (PZT-on-PCB) technology, was presented. Here, 638

starting from the geometrical definition of a density tapered 639

spiral pattern [48] with 256 active elements, a grid snapping 640
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Fig. 4. Layouts of the sparse arrays implemented on the Vermon matrix probe. The layout on the left was obtained through SA optimization and
software elements selection [63]. The layout on the right was obtained through hardware selection of the elements closest to the ideal positions of
the sunflower seeds (center) [79]–[81].

was operated to adapt the actual elements’ position to a 220 ×641

220 μm grid, which was then used for transducer dicing.642

The elements selected from the full grid were connected643

to the back-side PCB by gold balls and conductive epoxy.644

Considering the relatively high impedance of each probe645

element, the cable attenuation was prevented by associating the646

array elements with an equal number of in-probe preamplifiers647

(MAX4805, MAXIM Integrated, San Jose, CA, USA) [85].648

The array was designed for 5.5 MHz operating frequency649

and the prototype, having a total aperture of 16 mm, showed650

a transmit SLL of –18.2 dB when steering at 16◦ both in651

azimuth and elevation. The one-way lateral resolution, when652

focusing at 20 mm depth, was 1 mm. The transmit/receive –653

6 dB bandwidth was narrower than expected (1.8 MHz instead654

of 2.8 MHz), likely due to the poor acoustical performance655

of the FR4 PCB substrate, which also acts as the acoustical656

backing layer.657

4) Logarithmic Spiral Array: In [86], a log spiral array pattern658

was selected among three aperiodic sparse array configurations659

with 2 MHz center frequency and 30 mm aperture, aimed660

at transcranial Doppler applications. Simulations showed that661

such a pattern yields the best trade-off between optimal peak662

SLL and ISLR values. A piezoceramic fiber-based composite663

element composite array transducer (CECAT) and a conven-664

tional 1–3 composite (C1–3) array were manufactured and665

their performance compared. In both cases, the arrays con-666

sisted of 70 circular elements, each with a 0.95 mm radius. The667

CECAT structure exhibited a reduced (10 dB lower) crosstalk668

between neighboring array elements, and wider fractional669

bandwidth (47% versus 31%). However, according to pulse-670

echo experimental measurements, the sensitivity of the C1–3671

device was ∼50% higher.672

B. CMUT Implementations673

A 128-element CMUT sparse array [87] was fabricated by674

direct wafer-bonding, with a special procedure [88] based on675

consecutive thermal oxidation steps, see Fig. 5(A) and (B).676

Each element was composed of a 3 × 3 array of 24 μm677

elementary cells. The location of each element was optimized678

Fig. 5. (A) 128-element CMUT sparse array covering a surface of
5.76 × 5.76 mm2 [87]. (B) Device, wire-bonded on the chip carrier with a
packaged oil tank, was connected to the circuit by a zero insertion force
(ZIF)-socket for 3-D imaging test. 2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission,
from [87]. (C) 256-element density tapered CMUT spiral array [89]. The
CMUT elements are spread over a surface of 10.2 × 10.4 mm2. (D) Chip
was interconnected to an AFE ASIC through a 3-D packaging method,
and packed to the probe head. © 2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission,
from [89].

by a SA method over an area of 5.76 × 5.76 mm2, correspond- 679

ing to that covered by a full-gridded array of 1024 elements. 680

The elements showed a center frequency of 3 MHz, and the 681

preliminary B-mode and C-mode images presented a –3 dB 682

lateral resolution of 2 mm (4.73λ) and a –3 dB axial resolution 683

of 300 μm (0.71λ). 684

In [89], a 256-element CMUT spiral array was fabricated 685

using the reverse fabrication packaging procedure [90]. The 686

array geometry, shown in Fig. 5(C) and (D), was that of a 687
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density tapered spiral [48], designed for operation at a center688

frequency of 7 MHz with an aperture diameter of 10 mm. Each689

element was composed of 19 CMUT membranes arranged in690

a hexagonal pattern, with a total element size of 220 μm.691

The electrical impedance of CMUT elements is strictly692

related to their capacitance, which is in the order of hundreds693

of femtofarad. This implies an impedance of several k�,694

which cannot be managed by in-probe preamplifiers, due to695

the added stray capacitance between the CMUT head and the696

in-probe amplifier PCB. This encouraged the integration of697

a 256-channel analog front end (AFE) ASIC. The AFE was698

co-designed with the array and interconnected to the latter699

through an innovative acoustically optimized 3-D packaging700

method [91]. The resulting multi-chip module was electro-701

mechanically and acoustically characterized. The one-way702

beampatterns showed an SLL of –23.2 dB at a 27◦ steering703

angle. The elements showed a transmit bandwidth of 7.4 MHz.704

In [92], a dual-ring array for forward-looking imaging705

was fabricated in CMUT technology. Ring-shaped arrays706

are intrinsically sparse arrays, due to the hollow space707

at the center of the aperture needed for their integration708

with a catheter in intracardiac or intravascular applications709

[93], [94]. The CMUT arrays described in [92] had 56 TX710

(outer ring) and 48 RX (inner ring) elements, with 1.31 and711

1.13 mm center diameters, respectively. Each element, roughly712

70 μm × 70 μm wide, consisted of four individual membranes713

and operated at a center frequency of 12 MHz.714

The experimental test was based on the method proposed715

in [37]. Specifically, the authors found, through SA, the716

optimum firing set from different TX and RX elements to717

produce wideband point spread function with low side lobes.718

They showed that, compared to the full firing set, the optimal719

one achieved similar lateral and contrast resolution with less720

than 1/5 of the firings.721

C. Applications722

1) HFR and Tri-Plane Cardiac Imaging: The work by723

Roux et al. [82] reported on high frame rate (HFR) vol-724

umetric acquisitions based on the transmission of diverg-725

ing waves (DWs) from the aforementioned opti256 sparse726

array. Twenty-five low-quality volumes were reconstructed by727

transmitting DWs from 5 × 5 virtual sources, which were728

distributed over a sphere with a 25 mm radius from the center729

of the array (field of view of ±25.4◦). The final compounded730

volume was obtained by averaging the 25 low-quality volumes731

(each from 15 to 90 mm depth) to enhance contrast and732

resolution. The experiments demonstrated a potential rate of733

90 volumes/s (pulse repetition frequency (PRF) = 2.2 kHz).734

The sample images in Fig. 6, obtained with the reference735

1024-element array and with the opti256 array, respectively,736

highlight a limited difference of quality, in this case.737

The double spiral probe described in Section III-A2 was738

used in combination with two ULA-OP 256 open scanners [95]739

for real-time HFR tri-plane echocardiography [80]. Here, five740

TX–RX combinations of the two 256-element sparse arrays741

were tested. Tri-plane imaging was implemented by scanning742

three sectors, positioned at rotational angles of 0◦, 45◦, and743

Fig. 6. Comparison between reference full array (ref1024) and optimal
sparse array (opti256) images from the azimuth (XZ ) and elevation
(YZ ) planes, respectively. 3-D DWs were used in TX (dynamic range:
60 dB). ©.

90◦, corresponding to the approximate position of the api- 744

cal 2-, 3-, and 4-chamber views, respectively. The imaging 745

performance was assessed on a thick-walled univentricular 746

phantom [96], by implementing four scan sequences based on 747

conventional focused transmission, focused multi-line trans- 748

mission, diverging single-plane transmission, and diverging 749

multi-plane transmission, respectively. The authors concluded 750

that sparse arrays are effective for the implementation of HFR 751

tri-plane imaging although some loss in image quality and 752

sensitivity is unavoidable. Moreover, multiline transmission 753

by sparse arrays allows achieving the same temporal reso- 754

lution currently used in clinical 2-D echocardiography, while 755

the transmission of planar DWs boosts the frame rate up 756

to 250 Hz, enabling the real-time functional analysis of the 757

heart. 758

2) Blood Flow Detection: The effect of element sparsity on 759

blood flow imaging was first experimentally tested in [97]. 760

The spectral Doppler performance of the 256-elements sparse 761

layout optimized by SA (opti256, see Section III-A2), was 762

compared to that of the 1024-element Vermon probe. This 763

was possible through the software element selection described 764

in Section III-A2. 765

Flow phantom experiments showed that the sparsity of 766

elements did not significantly affect the shape nor the mean 767

frequency of pulsed-wave Doppler spectra. The missing rows 768

of the Vermon probe generated spectral secondary lobes, 769

whose level was comparable to the noise level and therefore 770

were barely visible. The major concerns were related to the 771

poorer SNR of the sparse array, which might limit the in vivo 772

Doppler investigation of deep vessels. 773

This problem was faced in [81] by implementing real-time 774

coded TX and matched filtering in RX on the ULA-OP 775

256 scanner, which was connected to the 256 elements corre- 776

sponding to the main spiral-based Vermon probe layout (see 777

Section III-A2). The article showed that the TX of 5 μs long 778
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Fig. 7. Screenshot of the graphical user interface of the ULA-OP 256 during real-time HFR bi-plane imaging based on two sparse spiral arrays.
The left and right display windows, each associated with one scanner, were split in three different panels showing B-mode and color flow images
(M0, S0), multigate spectral Doppler images (M1, S1), and spectrograms (M2, S2). © 2021 Mazierli et al. under Creative Commons license. Reprinted
from [14].

linear chirps, each spanning a band of 2.7 around 3.7 MHz,779

allowed gaining 11.4 dB of SNR when compared to a short780

sine burst TX. In vivo flow profiles were detected along non-781

coplanar investigation lines that were easily positioned through782

bi-plane B-mode imaging.783

In [98], the same spiral probe layout was used to experimen-784

tally validate a novel high frame rate 3-D vector flow imaging785

method. The probe here transmitted unsteered plane waves at786

3.7 MHz. Post-processing of acquired raw echo data produced787

encouraging 3-D vector velocity measurements, although the788

small probe aperture (∼10 mm) limited the size of the region789

of interest (∼10 × 10 mm2).790

The double spiral probe described in Section III-A2 was791

also recently used together with two synchronous ULA-OP792

256 scanners in real-time HFR imaging experiments [14].793

In TX, all 512 active elements were excited to simultaneously794

insonify two perpendicular planes by planar DWs. In RX,795

the echoes collected from each of the two sparse arrays were796

synchronously and independently processed by the two scan-797

ners. In real-time, HFR (1300 frames/s) B-mode images were798

obtained together with 40 color flow maps/s and 40 multigate799

spectral-Doppler images/s (see Fig. 7).800

In [99], the feasibility of real-time imaging the brain through801

a sparse array, selected out of a 40 × 40-element matrix802

array, was demonstrated. In subsequent studies [100]–[102],803

starting from an 80 × 80-element gridded probe with 2.5 MHz804

center frequency, the authors selected different sets of TX805

and RX elements based on sparse periodic vernier patterns,806

to synthesize the arrays for single and multi-transducer vol-807

umetric 3-D transcranial Doppler imaging. The number of808

TX/RX elements was 440/256 for single transducer appli-809

cations and 256/128 for dual transducer applications. The810

implemented systems, accessing from the temporal and sub-811

occipital transcranial windows, were able to produce real-time812

3-D ultrasound images of the cerebral vasculature. The overall813

–6 dB beamwidth was 5.5 mm at 70 mm depth, with –60 dB814

grating lobe level.815

3) Microbubbles/Super-Resolution Imaging: Sparse arrays816

can be effective in super-resolution techniques using ultralow-817

density contrast agents for micro-vessels identification.818

In [103], Definity1 microbubbles (Lantheus Medical Imag- 819

ing, North Billerica, MA, USA) within a spiral tube phantom, 820

having an internal diameter of 255 μm, were mapped through 821

an ex vivo human skull. In TX, a pseudorandom distribution of 822

128 elements, selected out of a 30-cm-diameter, 1372-element, 823

hemispherical transcranial therapy array [104], was driven by 824

a 128-channel research scanner (Verasonics, Inc., Redmond, 825

WA, USA). In RX, 128 piezo-ceramic disk elements (Del 826

Piezo Specialties, LLC., West Palm Beach, FL, USA), sparsely 827

distributed in a pseudorandom configuration over a hemisphere 828

cap, were connected to a 128-channel receiver (SonixDAQ, 829

Ultrasonix, Richmond, BC, Canada). The narrowband receiver 830

elements were tuned to two times the driving frequency 831

to achieve good sensitivity to the harmonic bubble activity. 832

Super-resolved images were obtained after applying phase 833

and amplitude correction techniques to compensate for the 834

aberrating effects of the skull bone. The positions of individual 835

bubbles were finally estimated beyond the diffraction limit of 836

ultrasound. 837

In [79], the 256-element sparse arrays described in 838

Section III-A2 were connected to two synchronized ULA-OP 839

256 research scanners [14]. All 512 elements transmitted 840

plane waves, but the data acquired from each array were 841

separately beamformed and post-processed. First, a singular 842

value decomposition filter extracted the microbubble signal. 843

The acoustic sub-aperture processing (ASAP) method [105] 844

was then applied to the filtered signals. Finally, after sum- 845

ming and thresholding the two volume-sets, super-localization 846

of microbubble was performed with an 18 μm localiza- 847

tion precision. The system thus allowed super-resolving two 848

200 μm tubes (smaller than one-half of the imaging wave- 849

length of 404 μm), and flow velocities within these tubes 850

were calculated, as shown in Fig. 8 [106]. It is worth not- 851

ing that the use, in reception, of two 256-element sparse 852

arrays rather than a single 512-element array, promoted 853

an SNR increase up to 5.1 dB. This is an effect of the 854

ASAP method that benefits from the fact that a noisy sig- 855

nal resembling a microbubble echo is unlikely to occur 856

1Trademarked.
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Fig. 8. Three-dimensional super-resolved velocity maps of two
200-µm diameter cellulose tubes. © 2020 IEEE. Reprinted, with per-
mission, from [106].

Fig. 9. Helicoidal microvessel volume rendering obtained by HFR
imaging of microbubbles through the piezoelectric spiral array presented
in [107]. The color map corresponds to distance to the spatial location
(x = −15, y = 0, z = 20 mm). The black arrowheads point two
sample tracks of super-localized microbubble positions. The yellow arrow
indicates an artifact caused by nonoverlapping transmit beams. The red
arrows indicate locations where the vessel diameter appears slightly
underestimated. © 2021 Wei et al. under Creative Commons license.
Reprinted from [107].

simultaneously on the beamformed volumes from different857

arrays/systems.858

In [107], the piezoelectric spiral array described in859

Section III-A3 was used for HFR volumetric imaging of860

microbubbles. A study was conducted to optimize the quality861

of transmitted DWs, producing wavefronts with limited non-862

uniformity. In reception, spatial coherence beamforming was863

used to reduce the clutter levels. The experiments demon-864

strated that by combining a spatial coherence beamformer with865

sparse-array specific TX schemes, high-quality volumetric866

contrast images can be obtained (see Fig. 9), and individual867

microbubbles can be visualized.868

4) Photoacoustic Imaging: In photoacoustic (PA) imaging869

[108], [109], short electromagnetic (e.g., microwave or laser)870

pulses are used to irradiate a biological tissue. The thermoa- 871

coustic effect results in the emission of ultrasound signals 872

that can be detected by wide-band ultrasonic transducers. The 873

goal of PA imaging is to produce an image that represents an 874

estimate of the spatially variable electromagnetic absorption 875

properties of the tissue. 876

Initial PA experiments used linear arrays to produce 877

2-D images. To capture the true 3-D nature of the objects, 878

this modality has naturally evolved toward 3-D PA imaging, 879

which must be based on a matrix of elements. Even in this 880

case, a strong motivation to reduce the number of RX elements 881

has pushed toward the use of sparse arrays. In [110] an annular 882

array was designed to permit the laser illumination of the 883

object through the center of the probe. The array was a 30-mm- 884

diameter ring and consisted of only 14 polyvinylidene fluoride 885

(PVDF) film detectors. Each detector had a circular shape 886

having a 3-mm diameter. To properly reconstruct the object, 887

with such a low spatial sampling of the received ultrasound 888

field, an iterative image reconstruction algorithm, originally 889

developed in [111], was used. 3-D images of point sources and 890

a line source were obtained with good contrast and accurate 891

volume localization. The resolution was estimated to be 1–2 892

mm perpendicular to the detection plane and 2–3 mm in the 893

detection plane. 894

This initial study opened the path to the investigation of 895

image reconstructions algorithms. For instance, several groups 896

followed the compressed sampling framework which enables 897

(under certain conditions) high-quality image recovery despite 898

acquiring only part of the data usually needed [112]. 899

The need of using an adequate number of transducers 900

(i.e., not excessively low), is testified by the work of Roume- 901

liotis et al. [113]–[115], who initially developed a setup based 902

on 15 transducers, but later extended such number to 30 and 903

then to 60. Such elements were distributed on a hemispherical 904

geometry. More recently, the development and characterization 905

of a low-cost, fast PA imaging system optimized to achieve a 906

temporal resolution of 1.5 s with a 240 μm spatial resolution, 907

suitable for small animal imaging, has been described [116]. 908

Here, 16 sparse elements are associated with a Q-switched 909

NdYAG laser. Other groups have recently investigated similar 910

approaches [117]–[119]. 911

It is worth noting that in all these studies, differently from 912

the case of ultrasound imaging, no efforts were done to 913

optimize the array configuration. 914

5) Therapeutic: In general, therapeutic ultrasound produces 915

thermal or mechanical effects by delivering high energy to 916

the tissue of interest [120]. First systems were based on 917

large single elements that needed to be translated over the 918

region of interest to treat a full organ or lesion. As for the 919

domain of imaging, therapeutic ultrasound has benefited from 920

the flexibility offered by phased arrays to quickly modify the 921

direction and shape of the beam [121]. However, when the 922

steering is involved, the spatial sampling of the phased arrays 923

must be very fine (<λ/2), which leads to a high channel and 924

element count to produce a sufficient biological effect over 925

large active surfaces. 926

This has motivated the therapy community to explore sparse 927

arrays already back in 1996 [122]. In this study, an array 928

of 108 elements with 8 mm diameter and 2.1 MHz central 929
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frequency was first simulated, then implemented, and exper-930

imentally tested for ultrasound surgery. The system driving931

the probe was connected only to 64 elements, which were932

initially positioned regularly over the probe footprint. In such933

a configuration, the beampattern exhibited important grating934

lobes due to the large inter-element spacing. In the same935

study, a random sparse array configuration was also tested,936

demonstrating the ability to significantly modify the grating937

lobe patterns.938

The potential of random distributions of elements for939

ultrasound surgery was further investigated in [123] through940

simulations, while in [124] two deterministic (hexagonal941

and annular) and one quasi-random layout were investigated942

for transcranial application. The quasi-random configuration943

exhibited lower grating lobes in the near field, which is944

important to reduce heating in the skull bone. The study945

proposed a few years later [125], highlighted the drawbacks946

related to the use of sparse arrays: significantly more power947

is required to perform equivalent ablation and, even if grating948

lobes are reduced, additional energy is delivered elsewhere in949

the medium. This has, however, not discouraged the research950

in this field. The combination of sparse arrays with different951

frequencies and focusing capabilities was proposed in [126]952

and [127]. Interestingly, the corresponding prototypes were953

also used for passive imaging to monitor the therapeutic954

procedure by induced cavitation [127].955

To control the shape of the pressure field in the pre-focal956

zone, Ramaekers et al. [128] has proposed to adopt a spiral957

distribution of the elements. In [129], the performance of a958

16-arms spiral layout was improved by increasing the filling959

factor of the probe footprint. This is possible provided the960

elements can have any kind of shape and not only rings or961

rectangles as in most other studies.962

IV. DRAWBACKS, TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES,963

AND COUNTERMEASURES964

Two different types of 2-D arrays characterized by a limited965

number of elements are currently used in combination with966

open scanners to perform 3-D experimental tests: the RCA967

and the sparse arrays. Compared to the latter ones, RCA968

arrays generally offer a lower channel count and enable higher969

SNRs and penetration depth. However, the volumetric images970

produced by RCA arrays suffer from edge effects caused by971

the long elements [130], [131]. Furthermore, such arrays have972

limited 3-D steering capabilities since they can only focus973

in one direction at a time, e.g., lateral in transmission and974

elevation in reception. Finally, without the integration of a975

diverging lens, their field-of-view is limited to the forward-976

looking rectilinear volume region in front of the transducer977

[20], [132], [133]. In contrast, sparse arrays can be designed to978

cover the same aperture and field-of-view covered by reference979

dense arrays, and approaches such as DW imaging can be980

profitably used [80], [82].981

Although the resolution and field-of-view of a sparse array982

can be made similar to those of a reference dense array, the983

imaging quality is in general significantly different. The most984

obvious limitation of sparse arrays consists in the unavoidable985

beam degradation associated with a higher lobes pedestal.986

In general, such performance worsening depends on the ratio 987

between the number of elements of the sparse and the refer- 988

ence dense array [24], [26], [48], [53]. For example, in [48], 989

the SLL obtained with a 256-element sparse array was shown 990

20 dB worse than that produced by a 6684-element dense 991

array covering the same 60λ-aperture with elements having 992

the same λ/2 size. On the other hand, in the experimental 993

work [77], [82], the ratio of the active elements was between 994

0.25 and 0.5, i.e., relatively high. Correspondingly, the beam 995

degradation was moderate and similar resolution and contrast, 996

in focused TX mode, were obtained. In the experiments based 997

on the Vermon probe [82], however, such a small difference 998

could also be partly attributed to the non-ideal density of the 999

probe, in which a few lines of elements are missing. 1000

Of course, there are still margins of improvement in the 1001

two-way beams achievable by sparse arrays, as testified by 1002

the large number of recent studies looking for an optimal 1003

layout definition. Among these studies, the novel adaptation 1004

of sunflower spiral layouts [49], the application of fractal 1005

geometries [57], and the mixed-use of TX dense and RX sparse 1006

arrays [40] seem to be the most promising ones. 1007

A specific technological limitation of most 2-D arrays is 1008

related to their small active aperture, which limits the field 1009

of view and forces the use of phased imaging sequences. 1010

Moreover, their small element dimensions (typically one- or 1011

half-wavelength wide in both x- and y-directions), especially 1012

in sparse arrays, yield low sensitivity. A possible increase of 1013

the element size improves the sensitivity, but this comes at the 1014

expense of the directivity [56]. In [134], a random distribution 1015

of element sizes was proposed. Simulations showed that, 1016

compared to the array with single-size elements, the grating 1017

lobes were reduced by 1 and 7 dB, in lateral and elevation 1018

directions respectively, while the array active surface increase 1019

led to a ≈13 dB better sensitivity. Of course, such an approach 1020

adds another degree of freedom to the optimization procedure, 1021

thus increasing the design and implementation complexity. 1022

In general, the reduction of the number of active elements, 1023

typical of 2-D sparse arrays, can make critical the attainable 1024

SNR. Compared to a reference dense array, every time the 1025

number of (sparse) active elements is halved, the pressure 1026

amplitudes of the associated beams are halved, too. Assuming 1027

a linear regime, in TX, the signal loss is about 6 dB/octave, 1028

i.e., 6 dB each time the number of elements is halved. In RX, 1029

thanks to beamforming, the signals received by the different 1030

elements constructively interfere, but noise, being uncorre- 1031

lated, does not. The SNR loss due to element halving, in RX, 1032

is therefore only 3 dB/octave. Overall, the total, TX/RX, SNR 1033

loss is 9 dB/octave, as experimentally confirmed in [14], [82], 1034

and [97]. 1035

The inherent poor sensitivity of 2-D sparse arrays must 1036

be faced by minimizing any other possible cause of SNR 1037

reduction. Additional, undesired, element reductions, such as 1038

those originated by the so-called missing (dead) elements, 1039

must be limited as much as possible by taking special care of 1040

the probe fabrication and interconnections. A further aspect 1041

to consider is that the small array elements inherently have 1042

a high electrical impedance. Their direct interconnection to 1043

a probe cable, typically characterized by high capacitance, 1044
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may dramatically reduce the delivered voltage, resulting in1045

poor SNRs. In [85] and [135], the use of discrete in-probe1046

preamplifiers in a sparse PZT probe was shown valuable to1047

increase the SNR, on average, by 16 dB. Recent advancements1048

in preamplifier technology allow limiting the in-probe power1049

consumption even using off-the-shelf components. For exam-1050

ple, the MAX14822 (Maxim Integrated, San Jose, CA, USA)1051

amplifiers draw 1.2 mW per active channel, thus producing a1052

limited overall heat when a few hundred channels are used.1053

In the case of CMUT probes, the element capacitance may be1054

so small that special charge pump amplifiers might be needed,1055

and in this case, the optimal solution would be integrating them1056

as close as possible to the array elements in an ASIC.1057

In addition, advanced methods, originally developed for full1058

arrays, could be implemented to counteract specific limitations1059

of sparse arrays. For example, coded imaging [136]–[139],1060

developed to improve the SNR, can also be exploited to1061

contrast the poor sensitivity of sparse array probes. In [81],1062

the transmission of linear chirps (duration = 5 μs, band-1063

width = 3 MHz), instead of standard sinusoidal bursts, from a1064

256-element spiral probe yielded an SNR increase of 11.4 dB1065

in 3-D Doppler applications. The efficacy of such a method1066

can be appreciated by noting that the same SNR improvement1067

could be obtained by quadruplicating the number of transmit-1068

ting elements.1069

Similarly, advanced beamforming schemes developed to1070

reduce imaging artifacts and improve the spatial resolution1071

could be used to counteract the limited imaging contrast1072

achievable by sparse arrays. In [107], for example, spatial1073

coherence beamforming was exploited to achieve high-quality,1074

HFR, volumetric contrast images, and increase the detectabil-1075

ity of single microbubbles.1076

V. CONCLUSION1077

Most sparse array implementations have been obtained1078

through a selection of elements out of a full gridded array.1079

This means that in many cases the selected elements have1080

positions associated with fabrication constraints, which may be1081

different from the ideal ones. Although in principle, thanks to1082

laser cutting, even the piezoelectric arrays could be arbitrarily1083

positioned, in practice, for cost reasons, this possibility is cur-1084

rently restricted to arrays based on micromachined ultrasound1085

transducers [140], [141], whose fabrication exploits integrated1086

circuits technologies. Considering the increasing interest in1087

sparse arrays, it is likely that micromachined transducers will1088

become more and more important in this field.1089

In conclusion, sparse arrays are not expected to produce1090

images with the same top quality as those produced by dense1091

arrays having the same aperture and element size. However,1092

they can be designed to produce images with good quality1093

while avoiding the need for expensive ASICs or cumbersome1094

cable connections to complex high channel count scanners1095

[10], [13]. The highest expectations for sparse arrays are1096

located at the convergence of three fields of research: 1) opti-1097

mal layout definition; 2) improvement of individual element1098

sensitivity; and 3) application-specific imaging technique.1099

Sparse arrays will likely be increasingly used in association1100

with open scanners for the experimental test and, when the1101

SNR will be sufficiently improved, for the clinical application 1102

of novel 3-D imaging methods [80], [81]. In perspective, 1103

once their SNR be properly improved, they even represent 1104

a feasible option for the development of 3-D imaging and 1105

Doppler systems at a moderate cost and preclinical application 1106

of novel methods. 1107
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